Identification of Binding Mode and Prospective Structural Features of Novel Nef Protein Inhibitors as Potential Anti-HIV Drugs.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-negative factor (Nef) protein is an accessory pathogenic factor, which plays a significant role in acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Nef deficient HIV virus took a longer time to progress into AIDS. Therefore, targeting Nef protein is considered as a key strategy towards HIV/AIDS treatment. Up-to-date, only few compounds were reported as Nef inhibitors. This has prompted us to provide a first account of an integrated computational framework in order to identify more potential Nef inhibitors. Herein, using a hybrid ligand (shape similarity and pharmacophore) and structure-(molecular docking) based virtual screening approaches combined with molecular dynamics as well as post dynamics analysis, potential new hits were identified as HIV-Nef inhibitors. The top ranked compounds of molecular docking from the shape similarity-based library (ZINC04177596, ∆ G bind= -28.7482 kcal/mol) and pharmacophore-based library (ZINC36617540, ∆ G bind= -20.2271 kcal/mol) possess comparatively better binding affinities than the reference molecule, B9 (∆ G bind = -18.0694 kcal/mol). Both these hits (ZINC04177596 and ZINC36617540) showed similar binding mode at the binding site as like the prototype, B9. Hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions seemed to be the prominent binding forces that hold these ligands at the dimer interface of Nef protein. Finally, a set of chemical structural features that can be used as a guide in the design of novel potential Nef inhibitors is also highlighted herein. We believe that the information gained from this study would be of great importance in the discovery and design of potential small molecules targeting HIV-Nef.